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Synopsis

Organizations that create and deliver web content rely on copyright to protect their incomes, but sometimes need copyright to get out of the way so they can do their work. Engaging audiences and
generating revenues often means juggling copyright and licensing. At the same time, creators and commentators have long relied on the many limits to copyright (no protection for facts, fair use, duration and the like) in order to produce new works. Consumers have long relied on these and other limits (such as first sale) to make full use of their purchased music, books, software, etc. Copyright is a balance. The natural --- even necessary --- one-sidedness of digital rights management (DRM) and restrictive licenses, however, is entirely unbalanced.

How does one deliver content that the audience wants without alienating performers, licensors and stakeholders? How do you know if your content is ready for the Internet? If it ends up criminalizing the audience, banning innovation, undermining user rights or crippling computers, then it’s not going to fly. And, removing all possibility of follow-on creation, DIY expression and user flexibility would be a cultural and social disaster. Yet good and valuable web content is easier than ever for other websites to copy for use to derive revenue for themselves.

And so we ask, when does one exercise digital rights management?
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